Shout Out – May 3, 2011
Greetings:
TWITTER: MS 7 Up CW Tests begin! RGB Wkshp Innova.! Tri-state Conf. RdShow 4th-5th!
ASTD Soc. May 19th. Retreat 21-22. Visits cont. More online.
MS 7 Set for CapacityWareTM Testing. We’ve had enormous problems with the MS 7 HP
Presario computer purchased so that we could test CW and make any modification that might be
needed. Modifications are usual when the operating system changes. We’re not ahead of the
curve, but intent to catch up.
RGB WorkStyle Preference Inventory Online Alterations: One of our certifieds (Donna –
Thank you!) pointed out some confusion her clients were having in the “split 4 among 3 options”
instructions. This is not a new issue, but rather one that our software was not up to the challenge
of fixing. Frankly, we’ve discovered that even an upgrade in software has not helped. So, we
had some other modifications that we believe have fixed those problem and others. If the
problem persists, we’ll try another angle.
RGB Foundation Workshop Innovations: In preparing for the upcoming RoadShow we were
pressed into a time constraint that mandated we look at the Agenda differently and how we could
arrive at the finish line without removing Technology. The answers have resulted in faster and
more nearly equally effective methods that can be used when pressed for time. After we’ve
tested a bit, we’ll put together a release for all by modifying the standard technology.
Tri-State Conference RoadShow: Tomorrow we’ll be on the road again! Our preparation has
been rigorous, but the product and services are a cut above (as described in the last paragraph).
We’ll be taking in a new National Park (NP’s inspire a technological metaphor with out od work)
while out in order to remain faithful to our travel PLUS business Road concept. We’ll share the
pics on YouTube when we return.
ASTD Social Event: In past years Elizabeth and I have both served on the SEVA Board of
Directors. After 5 years we were, frankly, a bit burned out. We though that we’d dip our toes
back into the waters and see what happens. Hope to see some of you there.
Retreat: Sylvia Proctor has arranged a retreat scenario for several of us who served on the
QWLC Board. There’s no agenda – just relaxing conversation for a couple of days. Not
everyone could make it, but this may not be the last opportunity either. Thank you Sylvia.
Next Visit and CW Upgrade: We got a surprise e-mail from one of our certifieds (Tammy
Esteves) who will be at a Williamsburg Conference from her now home in California. We
arranged to get together and talk a bit about business strategies that have served us well over the
last 20 years.
More Online: Just a reminder that we post all these Shout Outs and other articles on our web
site for those who want to catch up. Go to http://www.ltodi.com/lt-literature.htm for more.

